
2016 FOR STARTUPS

Recipe Book, a Nasscom 10,000 Startup got featured as Google Top

Featured App, ranked #1 in Google Play Editor’s choice (first time for

an Indian app developer) and shot up to #1 rank in USA Google Play

placements. It is the first app from India to win the prestigious title.

SmartPocket, a Bangalore warehouse startup, got acquired

by Nexus Venture Partners-backed Goodbox

Gamezop, an Innotrek 2016 shortlist, received funding and has been
featured in Forbes Asia's 30 Under 30 list for Consumer Tech

Applop, a 10000 startup was inducted in the elite panel of
selected startups from Asia at #Asialeaderssummit 2016
in Bali, raised their second round of Funding from their
existing Investors along with new Investors

FixNix, an Innotrek 2015 shortlist, raised $500,000 in pre-Series

A funding



WagMob, from InnoTrek 2015 program, got acquired by
EdCast, founded by Karl Mehta, who was also involved in
InnoTrek 2015 and 2016 as a speaker

Seen-It from Kolkata Warehouse grabbed online
partner deal for Penn Masala Band India Tour

Kolkata Warehouse startup IManageMyHotel
received funding from Cleartrip while Bangalore
Warehouse startup Urban Piper received funding

Shoppinpal, Pune warehouse start-up, raised $1.07 million

in its first equity round of funding, led by Plug and Play

Tech Center and Steelhead Ventures

Another success from Kolkata warehouse comes in

the form of tie-up. Tripmamu.com launched one of

its kind initiative and has already had a national tie

up with Standard Chartered and ICICI banks.



Partnered with Make in India for QPrize initiative, where
Cardiac Design Labs, a Nasscom 10000 Startup won
People’s Choice Award and featured in the Top 5

YuMiGo announced raising $300,000 in its first
round of funding and the launch of its travel
website that solves the pain points of
international travellers not just while planning
the trip but also during the trip

Prozo, Delhi based startup received pre-

series-A funding of $1.1 M from Earlsfield

Capital, and promoters of a leading group

school chain in India, Sailander Solanki &

Rajiv Solanki


